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The software on the online GIS data sharing - WebGIS was developed 
in the framework of the project ADB/TA-8592: Improving Payment 
for Forest Ecosystem Service Implementation in Vietnam (IPFES) with 
Vietnam forest protection and development fund was project owner. 
This handbook is designed to provide officers of Forest protection and 
development fund at all levels as a manual on using the software to 
update the data on payment for forest environmental services (PFES). 
Information of forests and forest owners is taken directly from the 
updated data on forest changes on the Management Information System 
for the Forestry Sector - FORMIS.

The software on the online GIS data sharing on FES - WebGIS is the 
collective product of the technical consultant group of the IPFES project 
and partnership with the positive contribution of EK Geographic 
Information Technology Joint Stock Company (eKGIS); DPFES project; 
FORMIS II project; Officers of Forest protection and development fund 
at central level and 3 provinces including Kon Tum, Thua Thien Hue, Lao 
Cai. Hence, WebGIS software and this handbook has been completed to 
serve the development PFES database, linking and integrating Database 
of FORMIS. Technical consultant group of the IPFES project sincerely 
thank the valuable help and cooperation in completing the WebGIS 
software and this handbook.
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ACRONYMS

PFES Payments for Forest Environmental Services
DPFES Project of Development of Informative Database on Payments for 

Forest Environmental Services
FES Forest environmental services
FORMIS Management Information System for Forestry Sector
FORMIS II Project of development the management Information System for the 

Forestry Sector in Vietnam – Phase II
GIS Geographic information system
IPFES Project of Improving Payment for Forest Ecosystem Service 

Implementation in Vietnam
VNFF Vietnam forest protection and development fund
WebGIS The software on the online GIS data sharing on FES
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INTRODUCTION1
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IPFES project has the context of implementing at the same time with two 
other projects on database in forestry sector, including:

1 Project of development the management Information System for the 
Forestry Sector in Vietnam – Phase II (FORMIS II) implemented by 
Vietnam Administration of Forestry (under Ministry of Agriculture and 
rural development). Purpose of the project is to develop a management 
information system (MIS) that can integrate comprehensively to serve 
sustainable management of forest resources, thereby contributed to 
poverty reduction target in the Vietnam’s socio-economic development 
strategy. Major activities of FORMIS II project include the development 
of information standards and the information sharing mechanism in 
forestry sector, developing and maintaining the central IT platform sys-
tem and the VNFOREST’s portal, building capacity of the information 
management relating to forestry sector and establishing the center of in-
formation of forestry sector/IT agency under VNFOREST. FORMIS II 
project has started from May 2013 and will extend for 5 years. 

 Project “Development of Informative Database on Payments for Forest 
Environmental Services” (DPFES) funded by Trust Fund for forest, ap-
proved by MARD at Decision no. 77/QD-BNN-HTQT dated 13 January 
2015. The project has been taken lead by the Forest Ecology and En-
vironment Research Institute, Vietnam National University of Forestry 
chair the implementation and Vietnam forest protection and develop-
ment fund is the investment owner in a duration from January 2015 to 
June 2015. Project’s target is to create PFES database; to integrate into in-
formation system of forestry sector (FORMIS), and increase the capacity 
of information collection, analyzing and processing in order to contrib-
ute to implement effectively the PFES policy in Vietnam. The result of 
this project is an online database to serve PFES. The website of DPFES’s 
database is a major step in forestry sector, data of the whole country is 
managed consistently and openly on the internet. However, the annual 

Project ADB/TA-8592: Improving Payment for forest ecosystem service implementation 
in Vietnam (IPFES), financed by Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction (JFPR) via Asian 
Development Bank - ADB. Project owner was Vietnam forest protection and develop-
ment fund, the project has been conducted from September 2014 to December 2016 in 
three provinces: Kom Tum, Lao Cai and Thua Thien Hue. The project included activities 
relating to GIS and assigned to GIS consultant, Dr. Nguyen Thanh Hoan. The software 
on the online GIS data sharing (shortly called WebGIS) has been developed with the co-
operation between Dr. Nguyen Thanh Hoan and experts in information technology (IT) 
EK Geographic Information Technology Joint Stock Company - eKGIS. This software is a 
technical solution but not a scientific research topic.

1

2
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updated data on forests and forest owners of PFES database are currently 
statistics from provinces as guidelines of Circular no. 20/2012/TT-BN-
NPTNT dated 07 May 2012 of MARD procedures on the PFES valida-
tion and acceptance. Circular 20 requires the check for minimum 10% 
of forest area providing FES of forest owners of group II and 100% forest 
owners of group I. This is a huge work so it is difficult to conduct strictly 
in the practice.

Besides, the national forest census and inventory Project period 2013-2016 
is now implementing, has provided a consistent and most accurate data on 
forest so far for some provinces and will prove national data in the ending of 
2016. This is data platform for forestry sector. Currently, in the three project 
provinces (Thua Thien Hue, Lao Cai, Kon Tum), only Kon Tum has the data 
on forest changes and inventory on the server of FORMIS. In this national 
forest census and inventory project, forest data has been certified by forest 
owners and local authorities in the forest management profile with detail of 
each forest lot. This is an important legal basis to be able to use this forest 
inventory data for PFES.

FORMIS II project is implementing programs of forest changes update that 
using tablets and based on the above inventory data. Meanwhile, the forest 
acceptance process to pay for FES at present under Circular 20 requires 
the statistics of forest area declared by households, then it is synthesized 
according to the levels from Village => Commune => District => Province. 
A fact that if the data on forests and forest owners is updated on the PFES 
Database and forest acceptance is followed current process (Circular 20) 
then forestry sector will have two inconsistent data sets that will exist in 
parallel on two online systems FORMIS and PFES.

Updating forest changes on the FORMIS is the responsibility of the Rangers, 
based on the platform data as the results of forest inventory. Forest data the 
FORMIS will be updated regularly. This data should be used as a unique 
data source that are legal and consistent throughout the forestry sector, 
including PFES.

This software on the online GIS data sharing developed to extract directly 
the data on forest changes update from FORMIS, combined with the maps 
of payment basins to automatically develop the data on forests and forest 
owners to provide the information system of PFES. Besides, this online soft-
ware will help to add more information of maps, satellite images, etc. for 
PFES’s website. The success of this software will help to unify forest data in 
the PFES with forest data that is updated frequently in the FORMIS system, 
while reducing large volumes of work for checking of forest area annually 
in PFES.
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WebGIS structure and its relationship with Database of FORMIS and PFES 
as presented in Figure 1.

This software on the online GIS data sharing has satisfied the following re-
quirements:

 Integrates with the PFES Database website to create a system, add more 
information for Database of PFES Database: support display payment 
map, basin map; Automatically create table of forests and forest owners 
(Table 12) for the PFES Database; Use the data structure designed in the 
PFES Database; Use the same login account in the PFES Database.

 WebGIS links directly with the data on forest changes update of FORM-
IS, use this data as input data to calculate and create PFES data (table of 
forest and forest owners);

 Allow editing and supplementing basins of FES users;

 WebGIS is run on server system of FORMIS to ensure its operation when 
IPFES project is completed.

Interface of this software runs on Web platform, it is compatible with 
Chrome, Fire Fox and Internet Explorer 10.0 (or higher) browsers. 

Import forest maps

Search, Display on 
satellite images Export maps Export Excel 

tables

Import watershed maps

Watershed maps

For payment
activities

For relative
works

For DPFES - 
Table 1

Integration to make 
payment layer 

including K factors

 WebGIS system

FORRMIS - II database

Figure 1: The diagram describes the structure of WebGIS and its relationship with FORMIS 
and PFES
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PFES DATABASE 
DEVELOPMENT2
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As mentioned above, PFES database will be developed by combining two 
sources of map data: (1) Data on forest changes update on the server of 
FORMIS; and (2) Maps of payment basins updated by provincial FPDFs 
(for the basins within province) and VNFF (for inter-provincial basins).

This WebGIS software will use data structure designed by DPFES proj-
ect, of which the most important data is the table of data on forests and 
forest owners. Structure of this database is shown in Table 1:

Table 1: Information structure in the data on forests and forest owners

No. Code Title Width Description
1 TT Integer Number
2 MaTinh Integer Code of Province
3 MaHuyen Integer Code of District
4 Xa Character 50 Name of Commune
5 Maxa Integer Code of Commune
6 TieuKhu Character 6 Name of sub-region
7 Khoanh Character 6 Name of forest plot
8 Lo Character 6 Name of forest lot
9 TrangThai Character 6 Type of forest status

10 MaTrangThai Integer Code of forest status
11 LoaiRung Character 6 Forest type
12 MaLoaiRung Integer Code of forest type
13 MaNgGocRung Integer Code of forest origin
14 Dtich Decimal 10.2 Area
15 ChuRung Character 50 Name of forest owners
16 MaChuRung Integer Code of forest owners

17 ChuNhanKhoan Character 50 Name of forest protection con-
tract holder

18 MaChuNhanKhoan Integer Code of forest protection 
contract holder

19 MaLoaiChuRung Integer Code of forest owner type
20 CoSoSDDV Character 200 Code of service user 

1. TT column to record numbering from 1 to n, of which n is the total forest plots

2. MaTinh column to record code of province. Code of any province, district and commune could be looked up at relevant 
documents of the General Department of Land Administration.

3. MaHuyen column to record code of district.

4. Xa column to record code of commune, which is written in accordance to the guiding document issued by MONRE.
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5. MaXa column to record code of commune.

6. TieuKhu column to record code of sub-region, Within a province, codes of sub-region are not overlapped/repeated.

7. Khoanh column to record code of forest plot, within a sub-region, codes of forest plots are not overlapped/repeated.

8. Lo column to record code of forest lot, within a plot, codes of forest lots are not overlapped/repeated.

9. TrangThai column to record forest status, including rich, medium (TB), and poor forest.

10. MaTrangThai column to record code of forest status: rich forest 1, medium forest 2 and poor forest 3.

11. LoaiRung Column to record forest type, including: protection forest (PH), special use forest (DD) and production forest 
(SX), forest beyond the planned area.

12. MaLoaiRung Column to record code of forest type: protection forest (1), special use forest (2) and production forest (3), 
forest beyond the planned area (4). 

13. MaNgGocRung column to record code of forest origin, including: natural forest (1), plantation forest (2), non-forested 
area (3).

14. Dtich Column to record forest plot area. Area of a forest plot is recorded in “ha” with 2 decimal. 

15. ChuRung Column to record name of forest owner or name of group of that forest plot.

16. MaChuRung Column to record code of forest owner. Individual forest owners in Group I have their own code without 
being overlapped with other. Code of forest owner as communal people’s committee is 1. Individual forest owners in 
Group II within a province have their code of over 9,000 and are not repeated or overlapped with the code of other forest 
owners.

17. MaLoaiChuRung Column to record code of forest owner type. There are 11 types of forest owners with respective codes 
as prescribed in table 2.

18. ChuNhanKhoan Name of person contracted by a state organization for forest protection

19. MaChuNhanKhoan code of forest protection contract holder contracted by a sate organization. Within an organiza-
tion, codes of individual contract holders are not repeated.

20. CoSoSDDV Column to record code of service users. If one forest block provides services to many service users, then 
there will be a mark.

Tables 2 and 3 below add more information to Table 1.

TT Type of forest owners Code Type of forest owners Code of forest owner type
1 Household, individual HGD 1
2 Community CD 2
3 CPC UBND 3

4 Protection forest 
management board BQLRPH 4

5 State forest enterprise LTQD 5
6 Forest companies CTLN 6
7 Private enterprise DNTN 7
8 Foreign company DNNN 8
9 Others KHAC 9

10 Special use forest 
management board BQLRDD 10

11 Armed forces DVVT 11

Table 2: Codes of forest owner types
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Table 3: Codes of forest use purpose

No. Purpose of forest use Code Code of forest use purpose 
1 Watershed protection PHDN 1
2 Breakwater protection PHCS 2
3 Sand-shielding protection PHCC 3
4 Environment protection PHMT 4
5 National park VQG 5
6 Nature reserve BTTN 6
7 Scientific research NCKH 7

8 Forest of history, culture and 
national salvation VHCQ 8

9 Large timber SXGL 9
10 Small timber SXGN 10
11 Bamboo SXTN 11
12 Other production purpose MDK 12

Data on updating forest changes on FORMIS still uses the basic informa-
tion platform, namely forest inventory data. However, data structure has 
been changed, and the information is written in the English language. 
Structure of data on updating forest changes of FORMIS is described 
annex 2, including a comparison column with the corresponding fields 
of forest inventory data. The meaning of the information fields of forest 
inventory data is described in annex 3. The calculation of forest lots that 
providing FES from the data of FORMIS is based on the definitions in 
the table below. The description of these terms has been taken from the 
Handbook on guiding PFES data collection, update, management and 
utilization developed by DPFES project.
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Terms Definition

Forests entitled to 
FES payment

Forests entitled to FES payment have to meet the 3 forest criteria 
stated in Circular No. 34/2009/TT-BNNPTNT, as follows:

Having key components as long term woody species, palm trees 
with top height from 5m up (excluding newly plantation forest 
and some coastal mangrove species) and could provide timber, 
non-timber forest products as well as direct and indirect values 
such as biodiversity conservation, environment and landscape 
protection. 

New woody plantation forests and new regenerated forest after 
plantation forest harvest with an average height of over 1.5 m 
for slow-growth species, over 3.0 m for fast-growth species and 
density from 1,000 trees/ha or more are considered as forest.

Agricultural, aquaculture production ecosystems with scattered 
perennial woody plants, bamboo, palm, ... are not considered as 
forest.

The canopy of trees as the main composition in forest has to be 
from 0.1 or higher. 

Minimum adjoining area from 0.5 ha or more, forest strips must 
have a minimum width of 20 m and with 3 or more rows of trees.

 Forests entitled to FES payment are forests that provide FES 
for one or more service users. It could be located within the 
boundaries of a basin that provides water for hydropower 
plants, water supply plants or offers landscapes and ecological 
values for tourist companies, spawning sites and natural 
breeds, etc.

Forest origin

Forest origin is the origin of forest establishment. Accordingly, 
forest is divided into natural and plantation forest: 

 Natural forest: forest exists naturally or primarily restored by 
natural regeneration. 

 Plantation forest: forest established by human being.
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Terms Definition

Forest status

In PFES, forest status is divided into 3 levels: rich, medium and 
poor forest. 

 Rich forest is forest with volume of the standing trees equal 
or higher than 200 m3/ha.

 Medium forest is forest with volume of the standing trees 
from over 100 to 200 m3/ha.

 Poor forest is forest with volume of the standing trees up to 
100 m3/ha.

 Bamboo, rattan, palm, mixed bamboo and timber forests 
with timber volume up to 100 m3/ha are classified as poor 
forest in PFES.

Forest use 
purposes 
(forest type)

Forest use purposes or forest types are identified according to the 
planning of the 3 forest types, including protection, special use 
and production forest. 

 Protection forest: forest mainly used for water source 
protection, soil and desertification prevention, natural 
disaster mitigation, climate regulation and environment 
protection.

 Special use forest: forest mainly used for nature conservation, 
national landscape ecological system protection for each 
geographic areas, flora genetic source protection, serving 
scientific research – cultural and historical relic protection as 
well as entertainment, recreation.

 Production forest: forest mainly used for timber and 
non-timer forest production, business in combination with 
environmental protection.

 Plantation forest beyond the planned area for forest 
development, if being entitled to PFES according to PPC’s 
approval, will be classified as production forest.
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With Kon Tum province, only forest lots under planning of the 3 forest 
types have PFES; therefore the forest lots beyond the forest use planning 
have not been calculated to develop payment map. In order to distinguish 
forest plots in the planning and beyond the planning, the field “Code of 
situation beyond forest use planning” has been used (nqh = forest_use_
sit_code). If nqh = 0 lot then forest will be calculated; nqh = 1 then the 
data will not be used in the calculation.

According to the PFES data structure in the Table 1, information fields of 
forest lots providing FES has been calculated as shown below: 

 (1) TT: Number of forest lots that is numbered from 1 to n 

 (2)...(8) including MaTinh, MaHuyen, Xa, Maxa, TieuKhu, Khoanh, 
Lo: have been taken directly from FORMIS II Database of from the 
corresponding information as described in annex 2.

 (9) TrangThai: is calculated from the field of timber volume (mgo = 
volume_per_ha), Code of forest and land type (maldlr = forest_type_
code). Meaning of forest and land type codes is described in annex 
1. Accordingly, the forest status of Rich forests, medium forests and 
poor forests is defined under Circular no. 34/2009/TT-BNNPTNT as 
described in the above table on definition: 0 < maldlr <= 71: has been 
defined as forests; The whole bamboo and mixed bamboo - wood: has 
been defined as poor forests in PFES.

 (10) MaTrangThai: records the value of 1, 2, 3 according to the fields 
of (9) TrangThai: rich = 1; medium = 2; poor = 3.

 (11) LoaiRung: has been calculated from the code of forest use 
purpose (mamdsd = forest_func_sub_code) in the Database of 
FORMIS as described in Table 3 above. Specifically, 

 1 <= mamdsd <= 4: Protection forest

 5 <= mamdsd <= 8: Special use forest

 9 <= mamdsd <= 11: Production forest

 mamdsd = 12: Not be paid

 (12) MaLoaiRung: Recorded according to field (11)

 (13) MaNgGocRung: Taken directly from Database of FORMIS, the 
field of nggocr (= p_forest_org_code in the FORMIS).
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 (14) Dtich: the forest lots that have not been divided by basins will be 
taken directly from the Database of FORMIS (dtich = area); the forest lots 
that have been divided by basins in the process of creating payment data, 
the forest lot area will be recalculated according to the plane coordinate 
of the map.

 (15) ChuRung and (16) MaChuRung: has been taken directly from the 
Database of FORMIS.

 (17) MaLoaiChuRung, (18) ChuNhanKhoan and (19) MaChuNhanKhoan: 
This information has not been included in the Database of FORMIS, 
therefore these fields are blank. Provincial fund will fill information for 
the first year then update on the payment database system, from the 
second year only the changes will have been adjusted.

 (20) CoSoSDDV: Information has been taken from the code of basin that 
uploaded on the database system of provincial funds and VNFF.
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DATABASE 
MANAGEMENT 3
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ENTRY DATA OF PAYMENT BASIN 

Data of payment basin has been updated into the software in the form of 
shapefile. Data structure is described in the following table:

No. Code of fields Description Type of data
1 TT Numbering int
2 Ma_LV Code of FES users Char (15)
3 Ten_LV Name of FES users Char(50)
4 daTraTien Paid or not (0 and 1) int

In order to update data of payment basin, you select the button as shown 
below: (The views of Websites are indicated only in Vietnamese. )

Menu of data administration only is displayed at login to the system provided for 
an account. The account that has been provided for any province will manage data 
of that province. This menu includes functions of: input payment basin; take data 
from FORMIS; extract table of forest and forest owners; Extract payment map; Ex-
tract forest maps; Extract basin maps.

3.1
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The interface will appear so that you can select the map file as follows:

The interface will apprear to download shapefile from your computer to the 
system to select and enter to the system as follows:

This interface support to manage document files such as managing fold-
ers (insert, edit, delete) and managing data files in each folder (upload file, 
download, delete, move files to other folders). You can upload shapefile of 
river basin to the server and select river basin file to enter into system.

Click Enter, the software will automatically create a service runs in the 
background on the server to enter these files into the system. Inorder to see 
history of this service, click History.
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FOREST AND FOREST OWNER DATA 
RETRIEVAL FROM FORMIS 

The software provides a function of automatically obtaining data on forest 
changes update from FORMIS system and automatically calculate to create 
data of PFES map, with results as shown below:

An interface will appear as follows:

When you log in the system, the software defined which province you are 
from, you only select year and click Perform; then the software will create a 
service runs in the background on the server to automatically retrieve data 
on forest changes update from FORMIS and integrate into this system; then 
the software will automatically calculate to create payment map.

3.2
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EXPORT TABLE OF FORESTS AND FOREST 
OWNERS TO EXCEL

The software allows to export the table Forests and Forest owners according 
to the whole province or district or commune. Users select province (or 
district, commune) that you need to export and select the function of Export 
table 01 as follows:

The software will open a window so that users select the year you need to 
export:

Users select the year you need to export and click Export, the software will 
summarize data and return an excel file as the Form of Table 12 developed 
by DPFES project.

3.3
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EXPORT FOREST LOTS OF PAYMENT TO 
SHAPE FILE

Software provides a function to export data of forest lot of payment to the 
map file (form of shapefile). Users select province (or district, commune) 
you need to export and select the function of Extract payment map to 
shapefile as follows:

3.4
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EXPORT INVENTORIED FOREST LOT TO 
SHAPEFILE

The software provides a function of exporting data on inventoriezed forest 
lot to map file (form of shapefile). Users select province (or district, com-
mune) you need to export and select function of extract forest maps to 
shapefile as follows:

The software will open a window for users to select the year you need to 
export data:

Users select year you need to export and click Export data, the software will 
summarize data and return a file in a form of Shapefile with full information 
as provided by FORMIS.

3.5
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The software will apprear a window for users to select province and name 
of river basin that you need to export, then click Export, the software will 
automatically synthesize and export the result to shapefile.

EXPORT THE PAYMENT BASIN LAYER TO 
SHAPEFILE

The software provides a function of rendering data of river basins to map file 
(form of shapefile). Users select the button as shown below:

3.6
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INFORMATION 
EXPLOITATION 4
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OPEN A MAP

At first, select to open the map you want to display.

The software provides a function of opening a PFES map, select the function 
as follows:

4.1

The software will display the lists of available maps for your selection:

Select the map you want to view and click Open, the software will download 
your selected map.
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4.2 PROCESS WITH DATABASE 

4.2.1 | Open table of attributes

The software provides a function of looking the table of attributes of sub-
jects in an information layer as follows:

4.2.2 | Search information 

The software provides a function of searching a subject on a map layer, you 
select a map layer then select searching function as shown below:
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Enter searching condition and click Search, the result will be displayed as 
follows:

PROCESSING WITH MAP

4.3.1 | Zoom map 

The software provides a function of zoom in/zoom out the map, in order to 
perform this action, you use the middle mouse button or select zoom in/
zoom out as shown below:

4.3
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4.3.2 | Moving viewport of map

The software provides a function of moving viewport of map, in order to 
process, you select the function as shown below then click left mouse, hold 
and drag the mouse.

4.3.3 | Querying object information

1. Click the symbol of lookup function

2. Click to select object on the map that you need to lookup

3. Display specific information of selected object on the tab of attributes 
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4.3.4 | Other utilities

The software provides some utilities such as measuring area, length, retrieve 
information, print screen, extract maps, share maps to support users to 
maximum exploit information on the map.

Steps of measuring area on the map:

1. Open the map that you need to explore information

2. Click utilities  Select area measurement 

3. Draw the area that you need to measure on the map. Note: the beginning 
and the end points are the same

4. The system displays the measured area 

Steps of measuring the length on the map:

1. Open the map that you need to explore information

2. Click utilities  Select length measurement 

3. Draw the length that you need to measure on the map

4. The system displays the length of the segment to be measured on the 
map
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Steps of getting information of the location on the map:

1. Open the map that you need to explore information

2. Click utilities  Select getting location information

3. Click the location that you need to get spatial data on the map

4. System of displaying the coordinates of the selected point

Steps of printing screen:

1. Open the map that you need to explore information

2. Click utilities  Print screen

3. The system captures the current screen 

Steps of map extraction:

1. Open the map that you need to explore information

2. Click utilities  Extract maps

3. Display the interface to select map export 

4. Processing on the displayed interface 

5. Click Accept to export selected map according to the configuration has 
just set up by user

Steps of sharing maps:

Easily sharing maps to the community

1. Open the map that you need to explore information

2. Click utilities  Share map

3. Paste link in email or IM to share current map 
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ANNEX 1

Table to describe codes of forest and land types in the Database of FORMIS 

Descriptions Code Code of forest 
and land types

Natural timber, soil mountain, evergreen broadleaf, rich primeval forests TXG1 1
Natural timber, soil mountain, evergreen broadleaf, medium primeval 
forests

TXB1 2

Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, rich primeval 
forests

RLG1 3

Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, medium primeval 
forests

RLB1 4

Natural timber, soil mountain, needleleaf, rich primeval forests LKG1 5
Natural timber, soil mountain, needleleaf Medium primeval forests LKB1 6
Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, rich primeval 
forests

RKG1 7

Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, medium primeval 
forests

RKB1 8

Natural timber, rocky mountains, evergreen broadleaf, rich primeval 
forests

TXDG1 9

Natural timber, rocky mountains, evergreen broadleaf, medium 
primeval forests

TXDB1 10

Natural timber, mangrove, primeval forests RNM1 11
Natural timber, alkaline soil, primeval forests RNP1 12
Natural timber, freshwater-submerged primeval forests RNP1 13
Natural timber, soil mountain, evergreen broadleaf, rich forests TXG 14
Medium forests of natural timber, soil mountain, evergreen broadleaf 
forests

TXB 15

Natural timber, soil mountain, evergreen broadleaf, poor forests TXN 16
Natural timber, soil mountain, evergreen broadleaf, exhausted poor 
forests

TXK 17

Natural timber, soil mountain, evergreen broadleaf, restored TXP 18
Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, rich forests RLG 19
Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, medium forests RLB 20
Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, poor forests RLN 21
Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, exhausted poor 
forests

RLK 22
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Descriptions Code Code of forest 
and land types

Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, restored forests RLP 23
Natural timber, soil mountain, needleleaf, rich forests LKG 24
Natural timber, soil mountain, needleleaf, medium forests LKB 25
Natural timber, soil mountain, needleleaf, poor forests LKN 26
Natural timber, soil mountain, needleleaf exhausted poor forests LKK 27
Natural timber, soil mountain, needleleaf restored forests LKP 28
Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, rich forests RKG 29
Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, medium forests RKB 30
Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, poor forests RKN 31
Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, exhausted poor 
forests

RKK 32

Natural timber, soil mountain, deciduous broadleaf, restored forests RKP 33
Natural timber, rocky mountains, evergreen broadleaf, rich forests TXDG 34
Natural timber, rocky mountains, evergreen broadleaf, medium forests TXDB 35
Natural timber, rocky mountains, evergreen broadleaf, poor forests TXDN 36
Natural timber, rocky mountains, evergreen broadleaf, exhausted poor 
forest

TXDK 37

Natural timber, rocky mountains, evergreen broadleaf, restored forests TXDP 38
Natural timber, mangrove, rich forests RNMG 39
Natural timber, mangrove, medium forests RNMB 40
Natural timber, mangrove, poor forests RNMN 41
Natural timber, mangrove, restored forests RNMP 42
Natural timber, alkaline soil, rich forests RNPG 43
Natural timber, alkaline soil, medium forests RNPB 44
Natural timber, alkaline soil, poor forests RNPN 45
Natural timber, alkaline soil, restored forests RNPP 46
Natural timber, freshwater-submerged forests RNN 47
Bamboo/dendrocalamus barbatus, natural, soil mountain forests TLU 48
Bamboo natural, soil mountain forests NUA 49
Arundinaria, natural, soil mountain forests VAU 50
Bambusa procera, natural, soil mountain forests LOO 51
Other bamboo, natural, soil mountain forests TNK 52
Bamboo, natural, rocky mountain forests TND 53
Mixed G-TN natural, soil mountain forests HG1 54
Mixed TN-G natural, soil mountain forests HG2 55
Mixed natural, rocky mountain forests HGD 56
Palm, natural, soil mountain forests CD 57
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Descriptions Code Code of forest 
and land types

Palm, natural, rocky mountain forests CDD 58
Palm, natural, freshwater-submerged forests CDN 59
Timber, plantation, soil mountain forests RTG 60
Timber, plantation, rocky mountain forests RTGD 61
Timber, plantation, mangrove forests RTM 62
Timber, plantation, alkaline soil RTP 63
Timber, plantation, dune forests RTC 64
Bamboo, plantation, soil mountain forests RTTN 65
Bamboo, plantation, rocky mountain forests RTTND 66
Palm forests on land RTCD 67
Palm forests on flooded areas RTCDN 68
Palm forests on dune RTCDC 69
Other plantation forests on soil mountain RTK 70
Other plantation forests on rocky mountain RTKD 71
Land areas with forest plantations on soil mountain DTR 72
Land areas with forest plantations on rocky mountain DTRD 73
Land areas with forest plantations on saline-submerged area DTRM 74
Land areas with forest plantations on alkaline soil area DTRP 75
Land areas with forest plantations on freshwater-submerged area DTRN 76
Land areas with forest plantations on dune DTRC 77
Land areas with regenerated timber trees on soil mountain DT2 78
Land areas with regenerated timber trees on rocky mountain DT2D 79
Land areas with regenerated timber trees on saline-submerged area DT2M 80
Land areas with regenerated timber trees on alkaline soil area DT2P 81
Bare land DT1 82
Bare land rocky mountains DT1D 83
Bare land on saline-submerged area DT1M 84
Bare land on alkaline soil area DT1P 85
Dune BC1 86
Dune with scattered trees BC2 87
Aquaculture land on soil mountain NL 88
Aquaculture land on rocky mountain NLD 89
Aquaculture land on saline-submerged area NLM 90
Aquaculture land on freshwater-submerged area NLP 91
Water surface MN 92
Other soils DK 93
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ANNEX 2

Table to describe Data on updating forest changes of FORMIS 

No. Name of field 
FORMIS

Name of 
field KKR Type of data Description

1 plot_code lo character varying (7) 
NOT NULL,

 The identifier of the plot

2 sub_compt_code khoanh character varying (7) 
NOT NULL,

 The identifier of the sub

3 compt_code tk character varying (7) 
NOT NULL,

The identifier of the 
compartment that the plot 
belongs to

4 commune code maxa integer NOT NULL, The identifier of the 
commune that the plot 
belongs to

5 parcel_code thuad integer  The identifier of the par-
cel that contains the plot

6 map_sheet tobando character varying (8) Number of base map 
sheet

7 village ddanh character varying 
(25)

The name of the place 
or village that the plot 
belongs to

8 area dtich Numeric (9,2) The area of the plot
9 forest_org_code nggocr Numeric (2,0) The code of the forest 

origin
10 forest_type_code maldlr Numeric (4,0) Code of land/forest type
11 planting_year namtr Numeric (4,0) Year of plantation of the 

plot
12 avg_year_canopy captuoi Numeric (2,0)  Averaged year to canopy
13 p_forest_org_

code
nggocrt Numeric (2,0) Code of the origin of the 

plantation forest
14 plant_state_code thanhrung Numeric (2,0) Code of plantation situa-

tion (TK Table Plantation 
Site)
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No. Name of field 
FORMIS

Name of 
field KKR Type of data Description

15 volume_per_ha mgo Numeric (7,1)  The volume per ha of the 
plot (m3/ha)

16 stem_per_ha mtn Numeric (9,3)  The number of stems 
per ha of the plot (1000 
stems/ha)

17 volume_per_plot mgolo Numeric (9,1) The volume of the plot 
(m3)

18 stem_per_plot mtnlo Numeric (9,3) DE-
FAULT 0,

The number of the stems 
of the plot (1000 stems)

19 site_cond_code lapdia Numeric (4,0) Code of the site condition 
of the plot

20 forest_func_sub_
code

mamdsd Numeric (2,0) Code of the purpose of 
use

21 conflict_sit_code trchap Numeric (1,0) Code of litigious status of 
the plot

22 land_use_cert_
code

quyensd Numeric (2,0) Code of usage status

23 land_use_terune thoihansd Numeric (5,0)  Year of land use tenure
24 prot_contr_code khoan Numeric (2,0) The code of the assign-

ment status
25 forest_use_sit_

code
nqh Numeric (2,0) The code of the status out-

side planning (Refer Table 
on Forest Use Situation)

26 nar_for_org_
code

ngsinh Numeric (2,0) The code that indicates 
the primary status of the 
plot

27 old_plot_code character varying (6) The code of the old plot 
when the inventory was 
being carried out
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No. Name of field 
FORMIS

Name of 
field KKR Type of data Description

28 pos_status_code vitrithua integer Relative location of the 
plot compared to actual 
position

29 geom Geometry (Multi 
Polygon,3405)

The spatial boundary of 
the plot

30 actor_id machur integer
31 actor_id_conflict mangnk intege
32 actor_id_prot mangtrch integer Code of contract holders 
33 actor_type_code dtuong Numeric (2,0)
34 "desc" character varying 

(200)
Note

35 change_type_id integer Monitor changes
36 date_time timestamp without 

time zone
Monitor changes, Time of 
impact

37 area_affected Numeric (10,2)  Monitor changes
38 volume_affected Numeric (10,2) Monitor changes
39 stems_no_af-

fected
Numeric (9,3) Monitor changes 

40 method_planta-
tion

Numeric (1,0) 1 = monoculture planta-
tion, 2 = Mixed plantation

41 density_wood Numeric (10,2) Timber trees density
42 density_bamboo  Numeric (10,2)  
43 stems_no_thin Numeric (10,2)
44 stems_no_bam-

boo_thin
 Numeric (10,2)  

45 desc_monitor character varying 
(200)
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ANNEX 3

No. Name of field Type of field Width Note
1 TT Decimal 7,0 Number
2 id Decimal 2,0 Reserve Column

3 matinh Decimal 4,0 Code of province as stipulated by the 
General Statistics Office *

4 mahuyen Decimal 4,0 Code of District as stipulated by the 
General Statistics Office

5 maxa Decimal 6,0 Code of commune as stipulated by the 
General Statistics Office

6 xa Character 20 Name of Commune as stipulated by the 
General Statistics Office

7 tk Character 10 Code of sub-region
8 khoanh Character 5 Code of plot
9 lo Character 5 Code of lot

10 thuad Decimal 5,0 Code of land parcel
11 tobando Character 8 Code of cadastral map paper
12 ddanh Character 25 location, village
13 dtich Decimal 9,2 Area
14 nggocr Decimal 2,0 Forest origin
15 ldlr Character 10 Types of land and forest 
16 maldlr Decimal 4,0 Code of land and forest type
17 sldlr Character 15 Code of secondary land and forest type
18 namtr Decimal 5,0 Year of plantation
19 captuoi Decimal 5,0 Age level

20 ktan Decimal 2,0 Number of years from planting to closing 
canopy

21 nggocrt Decimal 2,0 Origin of plantation forest 

22 thanhrung Decimal 2,0 Being identified as forests =1, not yet 
constituting forests =2

23 mgo Decimal 7,1 Timber volume (m3/ha)

Table to describe database structure of the Viet Nam’s national forest inventory 
According to Decision 689/QD-TCLN-KL dated 23 December 2013
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No. Name of field Type of field Width Note
24 mtn Decimal 9,3 Number of bamboo trees (1000 trees/ha)
25 mgolo Decimal 9,1 Timber volume of lot (m3)

26 mtnlo Decimal 9,3 Number of bamboo trees of lot (1000 
trees)

27 lapdia Decimal 4,0 Code of geographical conditions
28 malr3 Decimal 1,0 Code of three forest types
29 mdsd Character 20 Use purpose
30 mamdsd Decimal 3,0 Code of forest use purpose
31 dtuong Decimal 2,0 Code of using subject 
32 churung Character 30 Name of forest owners
33 machur Decimal 5,0 Code of forest owners
34 trchap Decimal 2,0 Code of dispute status
35 quyensd Decimal 2,0 Code of using status 
36 thoihansd Decimal 5,0 Expiration year of land use
37 khoan Decimal 2,0 Code of contracting condition 
38 nqh Decimal 2,0 Code of outside planning status
39 nguoink Character 20 Name of contract holder
40 nguoitrch Character 20 Name of disputing person 
41 mangnk Decimal 4,0 Code of contract holders 
42 mangtrch Decimal 4,0 Code of disputing person
43 ngsinh Decimal 2,0 Code of primeval condition
44 Kd Decimal 8,1 Coordinate X (meter from the meridian)
45 Vd Decimal 9,1 Coordinate Y (meter form the equator)
46 Capkd Decimal 5,0 Longitude level
47 Capvd Decimal 5,0 Latitude level

48 locu Character 6,0 Name of lot when inventorying in Com-
mune

49 vitrithua Interger Position of plots compared with the field 
(Item V ANNEX 1)

50 tinh Character 30 Name of province as stipulated by the 
General Statistics Office

51 huyen Character 30 Name of district as stipulated by the 
General Statistics Office
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1. TT is the column to record the number of forest inventory lot, they are numbered from 1 to n, 
of which n is the total forest inventory lots.

2. ID is reserve column to record intermediate information during data processing.
3. matinh is the column to record the code of province, (e.g. Code of Bac Kan is 6, of Ha Tinh is 

42). Code of any province, district, commune code of province could be looked up at “Guide-
lines” of this software or documents regulated by the General Department of Land Adminis-
tration.

4. mahuyen is the column to record the code of district.
5. maxa is the column to record the code of commune.
6. xa is the column to record name of commune. Name of commune is recorded exactly as stip-

ulated by the General Statistics Office. New communes can be separated, combined, edited by 
the function of this software.

7. tk is the column to record sub-region code, in one province, sub-region codes are not repeated.
8. khoanh is the column to record code of plot, in each sub-region, codes of plot are not repeated.
9. lo is the column to record code forest inventory lot, in each plot, codes of forest inventory lots 

are not repeated.
10 thuad is the column to record land parcel (if any), each forest owner can have one or more 

land parcels (or plots), each of forest owner’s land parcel will have one or more forest invento-
ry lots. Information of land parcel code is recorded for reference while using database, there is 
no information of land parcel in the place where there is no map of forestry land allocation. 

11. tobando is the column to record the code of cadastral maps of forest plots.
12. ddanh is the column to record village’s name of inventoried forest lot.
13. dtich is the column to record area of inventoried forest lot. The area of one inventoried forest 

lot is recorded according to hectare and includes 2 decimals. The area of each forest lot can be 
defined by hectare through Area function of MAPINFO.

14. nggocr is the column to record code of forest type, there are three types of forest according to 
origin with the code as follows:

No. Origin of forests Code of forest origin
1 Natural forests 1
2 Plantation forests 2
3 Land without forests 3

Table 09a

Meaning of attributes codes are as follows:
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22. thanhrung is the column to record the code of status of being identified as forest, including two 
types as follows:

23. mgo is the column to record standing timber volume for inventorized forest plot, calculated by 
m3/ha.

24. mtn is the column to record bamboo, palm volume for forest inventory lot under the unit of 
1000trees/ha. One forest inventory lot can include the timber volume and bamboo volume.

25. mgolo is the column to record standing timber volume of forest plot, calculated by m3/plot.
26. mtnlo is the column to record bamboo, palm volume of forest lot, calculated by 1000 trees/

plot.
27. lapdia is the column to record the code of geographical conditions of forest inventory plot. 

Types of geographical conditions as shown below.

No. Status of being identified as forest Code of being identified as forest
1 Identified as forest 1
2 Not yet constituting forests 2

Table 09c

15. ldlr is the column to record code of forest status and land without forest (land and forest type) 
under Circular 34. Each forest status has one separate code agreed on a national scale.

16. maldlr is the column to record the code of forest status, code of forest status is recorded in 
annex 3.

17. sldlr is the column to record code of subtype of forest and land for the plantation forest, nor-
mally recorded under name of tree or group of tree planted in inventorized forest plot.

18. namtr is the column to record the year of planting forest for the inventory plot of plantation 
forest.

19. captuoi is the column to record the average year of an age level of major tree in the inventory 
plot.

20. ktan is the column to record the average year from planting until forest has closed canopy for 
plantation forest plot.

21. nggocrt is the column to record origin code of plantation forest, including origin of plantation 
forest with the code as follows:

No. Origin of forests Code of plantation forest origin 
1 Plantation of land without forests 1
2 Plantation of land with forests 2
3 Regenerating trees from planted forests 3

Table 09b
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28. malr3 is the column that records the code of each type of forest according to the function 
of use of forest inventory lots, including 3 types of forests according to the function and 
use purpose with the following codes.

29. mdsd is the column to record the code of use purpose for forest inventory plot, there are 12 
purposes of forest use with the code and serial number in the following table.

No. Forest type Code of forest types
1 Protection 1
2 Special use 2
3 Production 3

No. Code Code of each type of forest Site name
1 1 NDAT Soil mountain
2 2 NDA Rocky mountain
3 3 NM Saline-submerged
4 4 NP Alkaline soil
5 5 NG Freshwater-submerged
6 6 CAT Dune

No. Forest use purpose Code Code of forest use purpose 
1 Watershed protection PHDN 1
2 Breakwater protection PHCS 2
3 Sand-shielding protection PHCC 3
4 Environment protection PHMT 4
5 National park VQG 5
6 Nature reserve BTTN 6
7 Scientific research NCKH 7
8 Forest of history, culture and national salvation VHCQ 8
9 Big tree SXGL 9
10 Small timber SXGN 10
11 Bamboo SXTN 11
12 Other production purpose MDK 12

Table 09đ

Table 09e

Table 09d

30. mamdsdis the column to record the code of using purposes of forest inventory plot (as 
shown in the table above)
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No. Subjects entitled to use services Code of service users Code
1 Household, individual HGD 1
2 Community CD 2
3 CPC UBNDX 3
4 Protection forest management board BQLRPH 4
5 State forest enterprise LTQD 5
6 Forest companies CTLN 6
7 Private enterprise DNTN 7
8 Foreign company DNNN 8
9 Others KHAC 9
10 Special use forest management board BQLRDD 10
11 Armed forces DVVT 11

31. dtuong is the column to record code of subjects entitles to use land of forest inventory lot. 
There are 11 subjects of land use as shown below.

Table 09f

32. churung is the column to record name of forest owners or the name of forest owners of 
forest inventory plot.

33. machur is the column to record the code of forest owners. Each forest owner or group of 
forest owners number I in one commune has separate code that does not coincide with the 
Code of forest owners or other forest owner groups. Code of forest owners in Group I can 
be numbering forest owners of Group I in each commune.

 Each forest owner in group II in one Province has one separate code that does not coincide 
with the Code of other forest owners. Code of forest owners of Group II has the area within 
province has been defined by adding the number of the forest owners in the list of big forest 
owners of Province with 9000.

 Each forest owners in group II has area under many provinces has separate code, that 
does not coincide with the Code of other forest owners. Code of forest owners in group II 
has area located in many provinces has been defined by adding the number of these forest 
owners with 9500.
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35. quyensd is the column to record the code of the situation of land use rights for the forest 
inventory plot that have 4 cases as shown below.

46. thoihansd is the column to record the expired year of using forest plots for the forest owners 
according to the certificate of land use rights. If the paper has not mentioned the expiry date, 
t he expiry date recorded would be recoded as 2100.

37. khoan is the column to record the code of the forest protection contracting of the forest in-
ventory plot under forest owners of Group II. There are two types of contracting as follows

Table 09h

Table 09i

No. Status of land use rights Code
1 Having certificates of land use rights01 1
2 Having certificates of land use rights02 2
3 Having certificates of other land use rights 3
4 Without having certificates of land use rights yet 4

No. Contracting status Code of contracting status
1 Contracted 1
2 No contracting 2

No. Dispute status Code
1 Dispute 1
2 Without dispute 2

Table 09g

34. trchap is the column to record the code of dispute situation of forest inventory plot with two 
situations as shown below.
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38. nqh is the column to record the code on planning status of the forest inventory plot. 
There are two types out of planning with the code of 0 recorded for the forest plots 
under planning of three types of forests and the code of 1 recorded for the forest plots 
that are out of planning boundary of three forest types.

39. nguoink is the column to record name/household/household group contracted to pro-
tect forest plot.

40. nguoitrch is the column to record the name of people involving in disputes who has 
no certificate of land use rights or not prioritized in the statistics.

41. mangnk is the column to record the code of contract holder. Each contract owner has 
separate code that has not been coincided with the Code of other contract owners in 
the same contracting forest owners.

42. mangtrch is the column to record the code of people involving in disputes. Each per-
son involves in disputes will have separate code that has not been coincided with the 
Code of others in the same communes.

43. ngsinh is the column to record the code of primeval status. The primeval status has 
code 1, if the forest is not primeval, it has code 2.

44. kd is the column to record longitude of the center of forest inventory plot (update from 
GIS software).

45. vd is the column to record the latitude of forest inventory plot (update from GIS soft-
ware).

46. capkd is the column to record the longitude level (the software will self-calucate). The 
longitute level and latitude levels is used so that the software can automatically insert 
code for forest inventory plots.

47. capvd is the column to record latitude level (the software will self-calucate).
48. locu is the column to record the name of plot according to forest inventory votes.
 The management boundary layer is taken from the map of land and forest allocation 

to overlay on the map of current forests, then combining the small plots, cleaning the 
mistakes of map data.

 Adjustment principle of the inventory plot area: take the approved area of sub-region 
(if any) or the data of natural area of each commune that has been approved accord-
ing to the land inventory program in 2010 of MONRE to control the adjustment for 
the area of each inventory plot.
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